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HIGHLIGHTS 

NEW OLD STATE CLIMATE POLICY OF UKRAINE 

On December 7, 2016, the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine approved the Concept of Implementation of 

State Climate Change Policy till 2030. ‘This is the first national strategic document on climate change and 

it takes account of Paris Agreement’, said the Minister of Environment Ostap Semerak. 

The Concept sets an important goal – a transition to low-carbon development, its implementation will 

last till 2030. Key policy directions are: (1) strengthening institutional capacity, (2) preventing climate 

change and (3) adaption to climate change. No new tasks are set for preventing climate change, but the 

confirmation of already existing tasks is also important. These tasks include reduction of GHG emissions 

to 60% of 1990 level, achieving national indicative energy saving goal of 9% of average internal consump-

tion, achieving renewable share of 11% in energy consumption, decreasing energy intensity of GDP by 20% 

till 2020. Yet, the Concept does not give an answer as to the role of nuclear energy in combating climate 

change. 

The Concept outlines several plans for development and implementation of mid-term strategy of low-

carbon development of Ukraine, state risk management system and mid-term strategy for adaption to 

climate change. 

 

 

SELECTING NEW DIRECTORS FOR PROTECTED AREAS 

New directors are recruited in Ukraine for nature reserves, national parks and other protected areas. Re-

cently the recruitment process became rather transparent, in particular the public can easily watch on-

line how recruitment commission works. Yet, the outcomes of some job selection exercises boomed 

with disappointment of environmental activists. The public called the process unfair and corrupt. This 

was particularly acute after the announcement of the winner for the director post of national nature 

park ‘Tuzla Estuary’. His interview video was angrily commented by politicians and activists. 

First conclusion: evident and most important is the fact that recruiting process was more than imperfect 

and could assure decent and qualified candidates to be appointed for such jobs, which have primarily 

environment-related functions. In fact, only transparency goal was achieved. The recruiting procedure 

needs a big change.  

Second conclusion: there is clearly a lack of trust to such selection procedures and lack of candidates fit 

for the job.  
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INTERACTIVE WASTE MAP: NUMBERS AND FACTS 

On September 8, 2016, the Ministry of Environment launched an electronic service “Interactive Map”. 

The service allows citizens to identify and locate illegal landfills and to control their elimination. The map 

also includes data from registers of operating and illegal landfills, which are compiled by local state ad-

ministrations (altogether it lists 321 landfills).  

We came to two conclusions about this service operation so far. First, local authorities are sabotaging 

the initiative, which is supported by low share of eliminated illegal landfills and formalistic approach to 

considering citizens’ applications (complaints). Second, the citizens are losing interest in the service. 

As of December 14, 2016, the citizens submitted 538 complaints, out of which 97 were resolved, 261 are 

still under consideration and 180 were not resolved. The complaint is subject to 30-days consideration 

period. Yet, 173 complaints were not considered in time at least once, 52% of the complaints not resolved  

and just 20% were resolved.  

The most active in identifying and eliminating landfills were residents and local administrations in Kyiv, 

Kyiv oblast,  Dnipropetrovska oblast, Kharkivska oblast and Vinnytska oblast. The least responsive were 

Lvivska oblast (22 complaints total, 10 not resolved, the rest – pending), Khmelnytska oblast (18 and 4 

respectively) and Chernivetska oblast (5 and 4 respectively).  

The service allows a “confidential review” procedure for complaints. In such cases, the text of the com-

plaint and all corresponding communication with a public authority is available only to the complaining 

citizens. General public can only access general information about the complaint: its registry number, 

geo-coordinates of the landfill, responsible authority and status of consideration. There are 74 such com-

plaints (15% of total), out of which 14 were resolved and 38 still pending. The need for such a procedure 

needs some arguments, in our view.  

Complaints dynamic reveals a decline in citizens interest. This may 

be due to lack of information by the citizens about the service and 

lack of trust to public authorities, including cooperation with them. 

The Interactive Map is based on partnership principle and requires 

further communication after a complaint is submitted. A response 

by public authority requires confirmation or denial by a citizen. Out 

of total 367 responses the citizens replied to just 165 (86 denials and 

79 confirmations). That means only one out of two citizens controls 

how his/her complaint is being resolved. The web-site of the service 

includes success stories, which took place exactly due to such partnership principle.  

The data were obtained by web scraping Interactive Map portal.  
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